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［PC / Smartphone］
http://runners-i.eonet.jp/
※It is flash report and also unofficial time. 

Provided K-opticom Corporation

■Official Record（Gross time）
Running time from gun time to finish.

■Certifications
Certificate can be downloaded by a computer.

Osaka marathon official application delivery

Office
Hours

Inquiry as to Osaka Marathon Osaka Marathon Final Decision

10:00～17:00

10:00～20:00

5:00～17:00

Various information about the race , We will be announced at any time race official website.

TV Broadcas

”Day record certificate” including runner’s information,
gross & net time can be downloaded on the day after

around 22:00 25 November on my page.

Our official app full of useful 
information for the runners 
will have a new transfer 
search function (NAVITIME). 
You can check how to get 
to the venue and how 
long it takes. It will also tell 
you the moving routes in 
the start area. 

Records
RACE

INFORMATION

●Front side

Notation example of number card

Flow from entry to start

■EVENT SCHEDULE

OSAKA CASTLE
PARK

OSAKA CITY HALL

INTEX OSAKA

7:00～8:00 
7:30～8:45

8:45
　8:55
　9:00
10:50
11:15
12:30
12:40
16:00

Check baggage / Dressing
Line up at waiting block
Opening Ceremony
Wheelchair Marathon START
Marathon・Challenge Run START
Challenge Run FINISH
Wheelchair Marathon FINISH
The awards ceremony for Wheelchair Marathon winners
The awards ceremony for Marathon winners
Closing Osaka Marathon

9:00
8:55
8:45
8:45
7:30
7:00

Marathon, Challenge Run - Start
Wheelchair Marathon - Start
Opening Ceremony（START POINT）
Start Line Up deadline
Start Line Up
Baggage and Dressing Area

Sunday,
November 25

Security band

◎Staff will ask you to wear a security band to 
prevent suspicious individuals from entering 
the venue and acting runners from running 
the race. Your understanding and coopera-
tion will be appreciated. 

◎Please keep wearing the security band 
until the race day. If you are not wearing 
one when entering in to the start area, 
you cannot participate in the race.

Clothes  

http://www.osaka-marathon.com/app/
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■Flash Time Report (RUNNERs’I )

What  
do you  

run for? 

◎Please run with pinning Number Card on your 
chest. (JAAF registerd, please pin the Number 
Card  which installed on your chest and back.)

◎If you do not wear Number card(s) during the 
race,  we will cancel your competition.

◎Please complete necessary information which 
written on the reverse of Number Card before 
the race.

◎Your number card contains the bag truck number 
and the starting block.

◎Please participate with wearing clothes, Number 
Card is easily-identifiable on it.

◎Please refrain from the clothes against public 
order and morals.

◎You are not allowed to take what you don’t need 
for the race.

◎JAAF members are prohibited from participating 
in the race dressed in costume.

In addition to official record (gross time), It will 
post the time was measured from the start line 
passing time as a reference (net time).
※”Official record certificate” including informa-
tion on ranks and rap time can be downloaded 
from 1 week after the race.

※It will be issued only to finishers in the time 
limit to each race.

※Please note that it may be necessary for 
confirmation for two months, In case of 
Inadequate record（Lap time not accurately 
recorded etc）

※Please note that these documents will not be 
sent by post or any other means from this year.

It is available to retrieve sprit 
time each 5km by number 
card or runners name. Further 
you can see animation viewing  after pass each 
15km・25km・35km check points, Challenge run 
and marathon finish point. The ability to check 
the current position and forecast transit time of 
runners who are registered in advance.

Let's download
the official application!

◎Mainichi Broad Casting System
    10:00～11:24 (Tentative)
◎YOMIURI TELECASTING CORP
    12:35～13:00  16:30～17:30(Tentative)　
◎eo Hikari TV （111ch Subscribers only） 
　8:40～16:10 (Tentative)
　（112ch）10:15～16:00 (Tentative) 　
※Subscription with eo Hikari cable TV required 
before watching.　

■Osaka Marathon Call Center
　E-mail:support@osaka-marathon.com

Weekday by Thu. Nov 22
(except national holidays)
Fri. Nov 23 & Sat. Nov 24

Sun. Nov 25
Official website［PC・Smartphone］
http://www.osaka-marathon.com/

About decisive calling off of the event 
caused by disaster or bad weather will 
be announces on the website by below 
preparation.
Date and time the final decision：5:00am 
on Sunday, November 25, 2018

On the perforamce day, vehicles or pedestrians cannot cross the street.
For audience, please use public transportation to come to the event. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Osaka Castle Park

Luggage storage  

Line Up（Set to the start position）　

Access

Place

What to bring

Use of Dressing area

432

Starting Block

Marathon
Marathon
Marathon
Marathon
Challenge Run

A～D
E～G
H～K
L～P
H～P

❶～❾
10～16
17～22
23～31
32～35

Toilet Medical StationInformationWater Station ？

Moving route from station to
Runners' Service and Dressing Area

Moving route from
Runners Service Area to 
Store Baggage / Starting Point

A～D

L～P

E～K

Color toilets can be used even after start the marathon
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General Information Center 
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●Runners Service Area（Taiyo-no-hiroba）

【Hours】7:00～8:00
※It is not possible to use excluding appointed hours.
※Note that the dressing areas for the marathon race
    and challenge run are different.

◎JR Osaka Loop Line / Outer loop From Osaka area 
Getting off at Osakajo-Koen station and get off 
<Approx 5 min>

◎JR Osaka Loop Line / Inner loop From Tennoji 
area Getting off at Morinomiya station and get off  
<Approx 15 min>

◎JR Tozai Line and Gakkentoshi Line Getting off at 
Kyobashi station (Nishiguchi Exit) and get off  
<Approx 15 min>

◎Osaka Metro Chuo Line Getting off at Morinomi-
ya station (Exit 1 and 3-B) and get off  <Approx 15 
min>

◎Keihan Electric Railway Getting off at Kyobashi 
Station (Katamachiguchi Exit) and get off  <Approx 
15 min>

※No parking on the event day.
    Please use public transportations.
※From other stations than above recommended, you 
may go around the park to get there.

Number Card(s), Timing chip, Bag, Bag Sticker,
Nanairo(Rainbow Color)wrist band

Medical StationMedical Station

Please be set in time to the start block of the 
alphabet（A～P）, which is described in the 
number card.
※The order of Number Card is decided based on 
runners estimated time to start on smoothly.

※Taxiway is different for each block of "A～P". On 
the right view of the check, please follow the 
staff's instructions on the day.

※Direction to each block will be closed at 8:45. 
Please allow enough time to arrive at your 
starting block. Runners who do not make it in 
time will start from last block.

※Runners who did not get there on the time are 
not allow to run.

※Go to the toilets before line up. We will prepare 
for toilets after start also.

Please put all the baggage in the bag and leave it in 
the block stated in the number card.
※After starting the race, we will move your
    baggage to the finish area.
※Please use the delivery service in the service area 
for the runners when you cannot pack everything 
in your bag.

※Access to the baggage truck and dressing area is 
prohibited except the runners.

【Hours】7:00～8:00

◎Notes
※Access to the baggage truck and dressing area is 
prohibited except the runners.

※Please use the toilets given. Be sure to observe 
the manners.

※Because congestion is expected. Please leave 
your luggage as early as possible and line up in 
the start block.

※Viewing / cheering near the start line is prohibited.

【Place】Baggage truck（❶～35）

Baggage number
(Baggage Truck)

※Please use the toilet  runner service area as much as possible.

Marathon
Dressing Area
Marathon

Dressing Area

【Hours】7:30～8:45
【Place】Designated Block (A～P) 
　　　  which is shown on Number Card

START AREA
Access to Runners Area
and Baggage Truck area
is restricted other than
runners.

Runners area
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During the race last year, a runner was told by a 
doctor to stop running because of irregular heartbeat 
at the final phase. However, the runner insisted on 
finishing the race which made the AED crew run with 
him till the finishing line. If you are told to stop 
running by a doctor, you should do so immediately. 
If you are told that you have a health issue at the 
Medical Station or if you feel uncomfortable with your 
chest, please go to the hospital after the race for the 
sake of yourself and someone who cares for you.

For Challenge run runners,
please run Midosuji-line closer
to the center mark　　 lane.

Midosuji

N

●Course altitude chart
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Maido eido

Sports yokan azuki
Banana

En Netsu Supple Kuchidoke・
Osaka Puchi Banana

Balance on mini cake・
Umepawa plus・Pan Banana
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〈Follow doctor’s directions during the race!〉

※Foods menus might be changed at each stations.

◎Point to notice
※We would prefer you not to drink or eat at any 
places except the appointed water and food 
stations. The event organizer assumes no 
responsibility for troubles coused by them.

※According to the Stormy weather, it might be 
suspend the provision of meals.

※Only invited athletes and guest runner are 
permitted to set up their own special drinks.

※In the race, please use the toilet given. Be sure to 
observe the manners.

※The temporary toilets will be used by non-athlete 
people as well. Please use them with good 
manners.

COURSE MAP
Challenge Run

Osaka City Hall

FINISH
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※Return to your home, please take
   subway from Cosmosquare Station.

Detour at the time
of the congestion.

INTEX
OSAKA

Osaka Prefectural
Government Sakishima

Building

COSMO TOWER

OSAKA MARATHON 2018

Challenge Run
FINISH AREA

OSAKA MARATHON 2018

Marathon / Wheelchair Marathon
FINISH AREA

※Access to the runners
    area is restricted other
    than runners.

Runners Area

※Access to the runners
    area is restricted other
    than runners.

Runners Area

❶ ❷

❸
❹

❺

❺

❹❸❷

❶

❼

❼

❻

❻

❻

❻

❻

❽

The free shuttle bus service will be operated from 
Intex Osaka to Cosmosquare station. Please form a 
line at the predefined position inside Hall 2.  Follow 
the directions and get on the bus.

【Hours】13：00～17：00（serial service）

※You may need to wait for a bus for a long time since congestion is expected.

Shuttle bus

Flow chart after Finish Flow chart after Finish
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We provide the full array
of toiletries at the dressing

room for women！

Ooebashi-MinamizumeOoebashi-Minamizume

Osaka Prefectural
Nakanoshima Library

◎Point to notice

❶Water supply (Sports drink)
❷Pick up Finishere’s Towel
❸Pick up Completion Medal
❹Food service
❺Baggage return

❼Meeting Space （Osaka City Central Public Hall）
❻Dressing Room

❶Water supply (Sports drink)

❸Pick up Finishere’s Towel
❷Pick up Completion Medal

❹Food service

❻Baggage return
❺Water supply

❽Meeting Space
❼Dressing Room

※Please show your number card to pick up your bag which you checked at starting area.
※It is not required to give the timing chip back after the race.
※There is no parking. Please refrain from the transportation by private cars or buses.
※Access to the finish area is restricted other than runners.
※Please use meeting space with your families and relations.
※After the challenge run finish, please use Yodoyabashi station(keihan line or subway). Due to traffic 
restrictions of Full Marathon , Ooebashi-Minmizume & Nakanoshima-dori can not cross.(Around 8:40～12：20)
※After the marathon finish, please take subway from Cosmosquare Station.



■Pace Setter（Pace Runner）

※It is an estimated time and cannot be relied upon 
to be exact.

◎Pace setters with bibs, red cap and a balloon will 
run the race in order to help you keep your pace.

3hrs00min 3hrs15min 3hrs30min

3hrs45min 4hrs00min 4hrs15min

4hrs30min 4hrs45min 5hrs00min

5hrs15min 5hrs30min 5hrs45min

6hrs00min

Cut Off Distance Check-Point

41.6㎞
38.2㎞
34.2㎞
30.6㎞
26.5㎞
22.0㎞
20.0㎞
13.8㎞
10.5㎞
  5.3㎞

●Correct mounting method (GOOD)

●Timing chip / Twist ties

●Closing time of Cut-off Point

●Medical station List

●How to install the step

You can write your time 
 on it after the goal.

■Course / Distance indication
◎Distance indicators are placed every 1km point 
each and halfway point. From the last 5km, it's 
indicated remaining distance every 1km point 
each.

◎If you stray significantly off the right course, you 
may be disqualified.

◎You will see some safety cones on the center line 
of the marathon course. Do not cross those 
cones while running.  It is very dangerous to run 
the opposite lane to overtake runners ahead of 
you, especially when you run Midosuji Street 
where many cars drive on the lane.

◎If the last rescue bus has passed for using  the 
toilet and other reasons, you will not be able to 
continue the race.

■Timing Chip
◎The chip is important in recording your time. 
Please be sure to attach the chip firmly to your 
shoe before the race.

◎Runners are not required to return the chip to us 
after the race. Please take it home (However, 
we will collect chips from wheelchair race 
participants after the race).

◎If your shoes have no laces or velcro straps, 
or you do not know how to put the chip on  
your shoe, please visit our “Help Desk” during 
the check-in period (November 23-24, 2018) 
or come to General Information located in 
the runner service area on the day of the  event 
(November 25, 2018).

■Awars

■Medical Station
◎We will prepare for total number of 83 AED for 
first aid on the course.

◎Medical doctors and nurses will be available at 
each medical station. Runners who feel unwell 
should ask for them without hesitation.

◎There are no household Medicines (stomach 
medicine, multi-ingredient cold medication, wet 
cloth, etc) at Medical Stations.

◎Basically, at these Medical stations medical staffs 
will apply only emergency first aid for injuries 
and illnesses during marathon and they assume 
no responsibility whatsoever for subsequent 
damages or problems in serious case.

■Pickup vehicle
◎A pickup vehicle will be in operation based 
on the timetable for cut-off point. When you 
are overtaken by the vehicle during the race, 
you are told to stop running no matter where 
you are. In such a case, stop running and get 
in the bus that follows the vehicle or walk on 
the side of the road to the next cut-off point 
according to instructions of the race officials.

■Notes Cut-off Point 
◎Cut-off will be enforced at below check-points 
due to limited duration of traffic control, security 
and operation. After cut-off time no runners may 
pass through the check-points. After cut-off 
time runners who fail to pass through the 
check-points are required rapidly to board the 
rescue bus from next check-point or last one. The 
referee may urge runners, who are considered 
difficult in continuing run, to drop the race.  
(Event if it caused before check-point, the 
referee urge them to drop the race) Runners 
who are urged from the  referee, please follow 
the directions of referee.

◎In case of drop out of the race at any places 
except for the check-point, please apprise it 
to the referee on the course and follow his 
instruction. And please come to the finish place 
(OSAKA CITY HALL / INTEX OSAKA)by either 
below methods. 

　❶Go to the nearest check-point and board the 
rescue bus.

　❷Board the last rescue bus.

※Times in parenthesis is a lapse time from the signal gun. ※5km Cut-Off point is also for Challenge Run.
41㎞
38㎞
34㎞
30㎞
26㎞
22㎞
20㎞
14㎞
10㎞
  5㎞

15:57〈6hrs57min〉
15:14〈6hrs14min〉
14:38〈5hrs38min〉
14:06〈5hrs06min〉
13:29〈4hrs29min〉
12:48〈3hrs48min〉
12:30〈3hrs30min〉
11:35〈2hrs35min〉

10:18〈1hr18min〉
11:05〈2hrs05min〉

10:49〈1hr54min〉

10:02〈1hr07min〉
9:41〈46min〉

9:13〈18min〉
Marathon Wheelchair
Cut-Off Time〈Signal gun criteria〉

9:30〈35min〉

OSAKA MARATHON 2018

Notes

■Others
◎On the course we are traffic regulation is 
carried out, there is a place to run with cars 
side by side, face-to-face. In addition, please 
be careful because there is a case where the 
competition vehicle is run in parallel.

◎Emergency vehicles may pass on the course 
in states of emergency, fires,accidents and 
so. please place priority on their passing 
according directions of staffs on the course.

◎Depending on circumstances of the runners, 
pedestrians and bicycles may be allowed to 
cross. 
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名称 場所
Start area Medical station
５kmMedical station
10km Medical station（The second Start area Medical station）
13kmMedical station
17kmMedical station
20kmMedical station
22kmMedical station
24kmMedical station
26kmMedical station
29kmMedical station
30kmMedical station
32kmMedical station
34kmMedical station
36kmMedical station
38kmMedical station
40kmMedical station
Challenge run finish Medical station
INTEX  Medical station
Dressing area  Medical station

No cooling treatment at the medical station.

第8回大阪マラソン
ペースセッター

ミズノランニングクラブ

3時間15分

Sakaisuji Nipponbashi 1 intersection
Keihan-higashiguchi intersection
Osaka City Hall 
Osaka Dome North intersection
Minatomachi S. intersection
Minamibiraki Park
Sumiyoshi Dai-ichi Junior High School 
Hirabayashi Station intersection
Nanko Chuo Baseball Stadium
In front of the Osaka Prefectural Government
Sakishima Building’s northern intersection

Please attach the chip 
to your shoe as the 
left image. 
Your time is not recorded 
if you attach the chip 
above your ankle.

①Wheelchair Marathon ： The top eight men.
②General ： The top eight men and the top eight 
women runners.

③Chicago Marathon Prize ： Each winner of male & 
female runner each who registered JAAF member and 
General that reside in Osaka Prefecture each 1 person.

  (excluding the runners who have been invited, 
representatives from alliance marathon and 
representatives of the 6th & the 7th maraton)

④Citizen runner Prize ： Each winner of male & female 
runner each who registered JAAF member and 
General each 1 person.

  (excluding the runners who have been invited, 
representatives from alliance marathon)

※①～④ awards based on the gross time from gun 
time to finish.

⑤Super Senior Prize ： It will be given to the eldest male 
and female runners who have completed the race.

⑥Age bracket ： The top three men and women runners 
for each five-year age group, excluding recipients of 
awards. ①.

※No ceremony for ⑤ and ⑥. Certificates will be mailed 
at a later date. 

※⑤ and ⑥ awards based on the net time from passing 
start line to finish.

※No ceremony for Challenge Run.

Taiyo-no-hiroba
Times Nipponichi
Otemae Hospital
Toyo Ceramic Art Museum 
SOGO taxi stand
Nishi Junior high school
OCAT Building front
Shikitsu Elementary school
Minamibiraki Park
Nishisaraike park
Sumiyoshi Dai-ichi Junior High School
Suminoe Support School
LAWSON Hiraina Minami 1-chome shop
Koshihara Head Office Factory
Nanko-higashi-6 intersection
Nanko-higashi-8 intersection
Osaka City Hall
INTEX OSAKA Hall 5
INTEX OSAKA Hall 6-C

●The races are conducted in accordance with FY2018 
rules and regulations set forth by the Japan Association 
of Athletics Federations (JAAF), Japan Para Athletics 
(JPA), and the Osaka Marathon.

●Doping control will be held according to the International 
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF)  rules or Japan 
Anti-Doping code.

●First aid will be administered in the event of injury or 
illness. Compensation for such injury or illness will be 
covered by the organizers insurance.

●The marathon is subject to cancellation on the day 
earthquake, storm, flood disaster, snow, accidents and 
infectious diseases. etc.

●If disaster caused by lightning is　expected, the competition 
is subject to cancellation based on the direction of the

    competition executives.
●In order to ensure the safety of runners and spectators, it 
is prohibited the bringing of hazardous materials such 
as around each venue and course.

●Actions for the purpose of politics, religion or advertising 
are prohibited.

※Please see Event program about caution of competition.



Cities and People All United to Enliven Osaka Marathon!
Getting to know the charm of Osaka Marathon!

●Nov. 5 (Mon) ‒ 30 (Fri)
“Recommendation of Osaka Marathon ‒ For Runners, 
Supporters, TV Audience” will be held at Nakanoshima 
Library which is famous for its retro looking. The charm of 
the race will be introduced.

Introducing Osaka Marathon
at Nakanoshima Library

●Nov. 18 (Sun) ‒ 25 (Sun) Lighting-up hours: Sunset to 23:00
“Tower of the Sun 7-Color Illumination” will start from 7 
days before the race. The color of the tower will be 
changed every 10 seconds.

【Period】Nov. 1 (Thu) ‒ 30 (Fri)

Lighting up the Tower of the Sun with seven different lights

Tower of the Sun Illumination

Coloring the street!

Banners for the race will color Midosuji which is the main 
street in Osaka and the race course. They will also fly at a 
variety of shopping streets in Osaka. The city of Osaka 
will be colored by Osaka Marathon!

Banners for Osaka Marathon at Midosuji Street 
& Collaboration with Shopping Streets

Getting MIZUNO shirt after the race!

MIZUNO
Finisher’s Square

Getting perk!

Omotenashi with
Osaka goodies☆If you purchase an 8th Osaka Marathon-related item during Nov. 1 to 30 and bring it to 

the Expo 70 Commemorative Park, the admission fees will be lowered from 250 yen to 
180 yen (Adult) and 70 yen to 50 yen (Child).
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Osaka Marathon Desse 2018
November in Osaka ‒ The Month That Is All About Osaka Marathon!November in Osaka ‒ The Month That Is All About Osaka Marathon!

Runners will be divided into 7 
teams by each color and the 
average completion time will be 
compared. It is a seven-color 
time trail. Thirty-nine finishers 
from the winning team will be 
chosen and given the right to 
run the 9th Osaka Marathon.

※Runners for the wheelchair marathon and challenge run are not included.
※Registration fee for the 9th Osaka Marathon will be borne by each runner. 

The race course will be changed from next year. In gratitude for 
the current course and supporters cheering the runners along 
the course, Kanpei Hazama and Jimmy Onishi will run the race 
wearing a sash saying “Thank-You Runner.”

Thank-You Runner” will run the race! Thank-You Runner” will run the race! 

Go for team winning!Go for team winning!

Seven-color team tournament

The winning team will be posted on the official website
on November 25 (Sun) at 4 p.m.!

“Osaka Marathon EXPO 2018” will be held at Intex Osaka. Enjoy a variety of events 
such as “Umaimon-ichiba”, Exhibition booths, event stage and performances.

Osaka Marathon EXPO 2018
Events Full of Excitement!Events Full of Excitement!

●Intex Plaza
　Stage performance schedule (plans)

●Nov. 25 (Sun) ‒ 30 (Fri)
After you complete running 42.195 kilometers, go to “MIZUNO 
OSAKA CHAYAMACHI”, “MIZUNO Yodoyabashi” or “MIZUNO 
Shop Namba” to get a T-shirt for finishers! Starts from 15:00 
on Nov. 25!

※It will be over once all the shirts sell out at each shop.

※Please refer to the guidebook for the specified stores.

“Osaka Marathon Desse (This is the Osaka Marathon.)” 
is the event that will be held this year for the first time to 
further enliven Osaka Marathon. 
The city will be full of Osaka 
Marathon! The slogan is “Osaka 
Marathon Desse!” Please enjoy!

● volunteer uniform ● finisher medal

●Nov. 1 (Thu) ‒ 30 (Fri)
If you show the Osaka Marathon 
2018 race-related item such as a 
finisher medal, volunteer uniform 
and an official guidebook at the 
specified stores, you will get a 
wonderful perk!

▶10:30～10:45
▶12:00～12:30
▶13:30～14:00
▶15:30～16:00 

▶12:20～12:40
▶13:00～13:30

▶13:45～14:45

▶15:20～15:40

FM802 public live broadcast
Special talk by Kenji Moriwaki, who is the
head of supporters for the 8th Osaka Marathon
Osaka Marathon
special stage performance

FM802 public live broadcast

Nov. 23 (Fri)

Nov. 24 (Sat)

※The stage schedule and performers are subject
   to change without notice.

● Official guidebook　● Security band　● Number card
● Number card voucher　● Pin for powerful volunteer And so on

The 8th Osaka Marathon Items

Kanpei Hazama, Jimmy Onishi, Tomomi Okazaki 
and Aina Fukumoto, will tell you how to enjoy the 
race! The annual charity auction will also be held.

Opening ceremony
FM COCOLO ACOUSTIC LIVE①
FM COCOLO ACOUSTIC LIVE②
FM COCOLO ACOUSTIC LIVE③


